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Abstract
Objectives: To develop a novel approach for tracking the object in multiple camera environments. The object tracking in
situation of suspect person is the challenging task for a researcher for a long time. The situation get worst if the object
hided beside any other object, or if the object moves from the range of camera span Methods/Statistical Analysis: The
object is tracked using Optical Flow Estimation techniques in which magnitude along the gradient direction is observed.
The threshold magnitude comparison of the images detects the desired target. Findings: Detection parameters in the
our proposed methods such as SIMILARITY, F1, PRECISION, RECALL are better in comparison with the existing methods
in existing methods viz RADCT, MSDE, SDE and SSD. The proposed algorithm can easily detect object even if it is either
hided or it moves to the frame of camera 2, or any other camera installed within the same camera network. Application/
Improvements: The proposed methods tracked and detects the suspected object target for the application of safety and
security system more accurately and better ease of implementation than other existing motion detection system such as
RADCT, MSDE, SDE and SSD.
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1. Introduction
We assemble a statistical representation of the scene background that helps sensitive detection of moving objects in
the scene
Background modelling generates a platform for the
image processing and it develops a stabilized back-ground
in order to calculate the motion. In back-ground modelling we assemble a statistical representation of the scene
background that helps sensitive detection of moving
objects in the scene, but it is difficult to manage the static
environment of back-ground in the different environment condition like morning ,evening , rainy condition,
snowing season etc. Back-ground modelling is one of the
milestones in the processes of motion detection.

Bt(x,y) and existing video frames C t (x,y) which are gotten from video sequence and will get subtracted. Binary
motion recognition mask D(x, y) is calculated as follows:
(1)
where, £ is the predefined threshold parameter. On
upon the difference of current and background pixels of
frame are less then threshold £, then binary mask is zero,
which refers no motion, if this difference is greater than
£, the binary mask refers motion. This method does not
respond accurately when noise and static image comes in
current frame Ct(x,y) in real time video sequences. Bt(x,
y) is the reference frame which is representing the fixed
background mode.1

1.1 Simple Background Subtraction (SBS)

1.2 Running Average (RA)

In this method of back-ground modeling, both the reference image which are called as back-ground image

This method overcomes the problem2 of SBS up to great
extent and it gives the environment to produce the adap-
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tive background model to adapt to momentary variations
occurred in the video sequence. RA is differentiated from
SBS in the sense that it can update each background
image frame Bt (x, y) by running following average:
Bt(x, y)= Bt−1(x, y) +βCt (x, y) − βBt−1(x,y)

(2)

The preceding background frame Bt−1(x, y) and
unique arriving video frame Ct (x, y) are combined with
the existing background image results in the adaptive
background model which is achieved using the above
formula.
In above formula, β is an empirically flexible
parameter whose massive coefficient β leads to a quicker
background updating velocity; it could additionally
causes the creation of artificial trails back of the shifting of moving objects in the background model. After
the modelling the adoptive background binary movement, detection mask is advanced which is as follows:
(3)
Where, Ct(x, y) is the existing received video
frame, Bt(x, y) is the existing background model,
and £ is an experimentally predeﬁned verge to create
the binary movement detection3.

1.3 Sum and Difference Estimation (SDE)
SDE4 possess better approach of back-ground modelling
in which sgn (signum) function is used to evaluate the
back-ground intensity. The sgn function is expressed as
follows.
(4)
Where a is the input real value. Then the background estimation formula is expressed as follows:
Bt(x,y) = Bt−1(x,y) + sgn(Ct(x,y) − Bt−1(x,y))

(5)

Where Bt(x,y) is the current background frame,
Bt−1(x,y) is the previous background frame, and Ct(x,y)
is the current incoming video frame. As the value of sgn
function adds 1 or -1 to the pixel value of background
frame. There is an absolute difference of image intensity
[∆t(x, y)] can be calculated as the estimative difference
between Ct(x, y) and Bt(x, y) which is follows:
∆t(x, y) = |Ct(x, y) − Bt(x, y)|

2
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(6)

In a similar fashion, the time-variance Vt(x, y) is
calculated by utilizing the sgn function which measures motion activity in order to determine whether
each pixel should be designated as “background” or
“motion object.”
Vt(x, y) = Vt−1(x, y) + sgn(N ×∆t (x, y) −
Vt−1(x, y))
(7)
Where Vt(x, y) is the current time-variance,
Vt−1(x, y) is the previous time-variance, and N
is the predeﬁned parameter which ranges from 1
to 4. Based on the generated current time-variance
Vt(x, y), the binary motion detection mask D(x, y)
is detected as follows.
(8)
SDE is relatively better than RA method, Background
updation in constant time period is important feature of
SDE method. There are small issues while working with
SDE which is handling of some complex scenes, as many
moving objects are constituents one scene refers to difficulty in SDE.

1.4 Multiple Sum and Difference Estimation
(MSDE)5
MSDE method is similar up to some extend with the
RUNNING AVERAGE method. The method of background modelling is somehow similar, the only difference
is, it uses sgn function and model the back-ground by
taking the some series of frames.
bit(x,y) = bit−1(x,y) + sgn(bti−1(x,y) − bit−1(x,y))

(9)

Where bit(x, y) is existing ith reference back-ground,
b (x,y) is preceding reference ith background , bti-1(x,y) is
the current (i-1)th reference background. Addition to this
reference difference ∆it(x,y) and reference time variance
vti(x,y) are calculated as follows:
i
t-1

vti(x,y) = vt-1i(x,y) +sgn(N * ∆it(x,y) - vt-1i(x,y))

(10)

Where ∆it(x,y) = |Ct(x,y) - Bit(x,y) | Now with the use
of vti(x,y) bit (x, y) we can calculate Bt(x,y).
Bt(x, y) =

(11)

Where the αi is predefined variable, i is the reference
frame number, and Bt(x,y) is the adoptive background
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frame. R is the total number of i, according to 4 experimentally it is 3.
∆t(x, y) = |Ct(x, y) − Bt(x, y)|

(12)

The time-variance Vt(x, y) is calculated by utilizing
the sgn function which measures the motion activity
in order to determine whether each pixel should be
designated as “background” or “moving object” or not.
Vt(x, y) = Vt−1(x, y) + sgn(N ×∆ t(x, y)−Vt−1(
x, y))

			

(13)

where Vt(x, y) is the current time-variance,
Vt−1(x, y) is the previous time-variance, and N
is the pre-deﬁned parameter i.e. ranges from 1 to
4. Based on the produced existing time-variance
Vt(x, y), motion detection mask D(x, y) is detected
as follows:
(14)

1.5 Simple Statistical Difference (SSD)

		

σxy =

dt

B,K

= (1 − β) dt-1B,K + βdt

K

(18)

Where β is an empirically adjustable parameter much
K
like that used inside the conventional RA algorithm9, d t
denotes the DCT coefficient vector of the kth pixel block
for the contemporary incoming video body, dtB, K denotes
the history estimation of the kth pixel block in the DCT
domain, and dt-1B, K denotes the previous heritage estimation in the DCT area. While big coefficient β leads to a
quicker background updating velocity, it also causes the
creation of artificial trails in the back of shifting objects
within the heritage model. Now after the modelling the
adoptive back-ground, binary motion detection masks is
develops as follows.
(19)

6

SSD scheme refers to average significance & benchmark
deviation and develops an environment for background
modelling, through computing the average value for
the distinct pixels of the preceding video frames. The
background image has been produced by each pixel
value Гx,y of preceding frames in the time interval of (t0 ,
tk−1 ). For each pixel, a threshold is also defined by the
standard deviation σxy for the same interval.
Гx,y =

method RA in the sense that it calculates the DCT of the
each pixel block instead of pixel average8. In this manner
model the adaptive background in the DCT domain. The
adaptive background model is prepared by:

(15)
(16)

To accomplish motion detection, the entire difference between the inward video frame and the
background model is calculated. Predeﬁned parameter defined by λ, i.e. multiplied by average value of
pixels and decides the movement. If the absolute difference is less or equal to λ*σxy , it denotes no motion:
(17)

Dt(x,y) =1, represent motion is detected, Dt(x,y)=0
means no motion.
It is much faster than traditional RA method, here
each pixel block is designated by a DCT coefficient vector
instead of pixel value so the computational complexity is
reduced, and computation is directly of DCT’s of frames.

1.7 Temporal Median Filter
Temporal median9 represents the average of preceding
frames in a given sequence of video to generate a stable
background model for simple background subtraction.
The first application of temporal median background
update technique10 became for congestion recognition of
underground stage. This method is also very much applicable in generating a stable background for sudden changes
of intensity in the certain scenes8. Temporal median filter method have less memory requirement although it is
working at high data rate, that’s why it is use full in many
computer vision systems11-15 .Consequently, it is the most
popular background subtraction approaches. Became for
congestion detection of underground platform.

1.6 RA with DCT Domain (RADCT)

1.8 Background Modelling Using Mixture of
Gaussians16

The RADCT algorithm7 is similar to the RA2 method
which we have discussed earlier; it differs with the

In situation of a movement surveillance scheme, Friedman
and Russel proposed17 to model each background pixel
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using a mixture of three Gaussians similar to road, vehicle
and shadows. Then, the Gaussians are manually labelled
in a heuristic manner as follows: the darkest component is
labelled as shadow; in the remaining two components, the
one with the biggest variance is labelled as vehicle and the
other one as road. This stays fixed for all the procedure.
For the foreground detection, each pixel is compared
with each Gaussian and is classified according to it corresponding Gaussian.18

2. Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is used in the CCTV surveillance
system where the challenging task is to track the object in
multiple camera frames. In case if object partially occlude
beside any object, then its apparent in the frame will automatically track. When person moves from one camera
frame to another, it will automatically get track into that
frame.

target region for finding the possible route we approaches
to Optical Flow Estimation and take Magnitude and
Gradient Direction of frame based on that we Calculate
Energy level for the individual camera frame to Track the
Object.
Figure 2 Shows the Flow chart for Object tracking, in
the target area we calculate the threshold and will do the
segmentation and leveling of the object then calculating
the centroid of the target picture frame and video separately.
Calculate threshold
in target region

Object Segmentation

Object Labelling

Initialize Video

Centroid Calculation
External control
Signal to select
The target region

Optical Flow Estimation

Updating Centroid

Object in tracked Video

Figure 2. Flow Chart for Object Tracking.
Magnitude
Along
Gradient Direction

Calculate Energy to the
individual camera frame

Track Object

Figure 1. Flow Chart of the Object Selection in the Frame.

Figure 1 Shows Flow chart of Object selection in
frame by using external control of the signal to select the

4
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So many methods have been presented to localize
the moving body in scene. In this work, the background
detection is adopted due to its better ease of implementation than other motion detection system. Background
subtraction approach is beneficial in fixed camera
arrangement system due to the easily available static
background information. In addition to that, it produces
sufficient amount of information of the moving blobs for
its fast processing that produces more easy information
than corner and edges. Such an approach requires less
time and memory complexities than the other existing
method for moving object segmentation.
In this method, the work is aimed to use background
frames for the object detection by accompanying the
background updating scheme. It is noted that, the per-
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son is switched from one background environment to
other background environment. To detect the object, successfully in different background environment, the two
separate background frames are handled.
For the experimental purpose, we have considered two
separate recorded footage of CCTV. These two video may
be simultaneously accessed in the sequences. However, in
that case, an extra shot detection process would be needed
under such circumstances. The background subtraction
task begins by calculating, a reference background frame
using. Some initial frames of video sequence in which no
moving object has been seen.
Two separate background frames are handled to
detect the object under different background conditions.
is initial reference background

In this work,

frame under first background condition, while
is second reference background body.
The

and

(24)
The threshold value is calculated as follows:
(25)
The ‘K’ is estimated as:
(26)
A background updating procedure is necessary to
produce a suitable motion mask on the foreground.
Moreover, an updating scheme is also necessary to adapt
the changing environmental condition for a suitable foreground and background classification. The update is done
using recursive temporal filter. The current background is
estimated as:
(27)

are generated for the

distinct camera sequences using taking some initial
frames. First an average of k frames are taken through
first camera to generate a temporary frame
(20)
Where

is existing frame.

A temporary frame

is generated for the sec-

ond cameras using the modified moving appropriate as
follows:
(21)
The final initial reference frames have been generated
by averaging the equation (20) and (21).
		
(22)
In the background subtraction scheme, an object is
detected by subtracting the background reference frame
using a suitable threshold.
The approximate moving pixels are detected using the
equation as follows:
(23)
The object and background pixels are threshold out
using a suitable threshold:
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(28)
Where
The threshold is defined using the mean of
The similar procedure is followed when the object
falls under second camera environmental condition.
Switching from first background condition to second
background condition is done on the base of entropy.
The global entropy of the difference image is evaluated
at each stage of the generated approximate moving pixels.
It is known that the dark region has low entropy than the
bright region, whenever the no object is subjected to present in the scene, the entropy of the system will be very
low. At this stage, the second background frame will be
selected to start the object extraction procedure.
Entropy of the system is defined as:
		
(29)
The probability P(x,y) is calculated using the histogram of the difference image generated through equation
(23).
An optical flow constraint is also imposed into the
switching mode mechanism to incorporate the object
detection task. Optical flow reflects the approximation of
the local motion into a video frame using the local derivatives. We have utilized Lucas kanade approach to calculate
the velocity components of moving object19. At time ‘t’
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and ‘t+δt’, the motion between the pixels in the frame is
calculated. The intensity change between two time instant
can be given using following equation
		
(30)
Using Taylor series, higher order terms are eliminated
of above equation. Equation can be written as follows
			

(31)

				
(32)
Where, Vx and Vy are velocity gradient along x and y
direction.
above equation is solved using least square method as
follows –

as-

(33)
The magnitude of the optical flow value is calculated
Figure 3 Multicamera view Person in Camera 1 Seq: S1

		
The magnitude

(34)

is also used to sense the pres-

ence of object in the scene and cooperated to switch from
one background condition to another background condition. The object tracking module is incorporated by
calculating and updating the centroid of the object.
Initially, the centroid of the object is calculated
that belongs to a reference or previous centroid and a
bounding box is plotted to reflect the target20-21. At each
subsequent stage, the centroid of the object is calculated
at current position of centroid is subtracted from previous centroid position and a distance is calculated using
Euclidian distance formula. If the distance is above the
threshold, the previous centroid is updated with the current centroid22-24.

6

camera of college corridor. It is noted that, the sequences
S1 and S2 have different background scene. The qualitative performance of sequence S1 is shown in Figure 3 by
tracking accurately the object in the scene despite the
complexity produced by the multiple background frames.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show (Video sequence of Office with
track results under multi-camera arrangement) the person tracking on some sampled frame of sequence S1. The
motion mask of the S2 sequence has also been evaluated
accurately without any high frequency noise, holes, and
aperture distortion.

Figure 4 Multicamera view Person in Camera 2 Seq: S1

3. Result & Discussion

Figure 5 Multicamera view Person in Camera 3 Seq: S1

In this section, some video sequences have been taken to
evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology.
The video sequences S1 and S2 have been analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, while for the other two S3 and
S4, the quantitative performance has been presented. The
sequence S1 is the office sequence of, in which the person is tracked under multi-camera view arrangement. In
the sequence S2, the sequences have taken of the multi-

Figure 6 shows the results of motion mask evaluated
on first camera view. Figure, first row shows the sample
frame with tracked results, while second row shows the
ground truth (idea segmentation of object), the last row
shows the output through proposed method.
Figure 7 Shows Motion mask evaluated on first camera
arrangement, this include the four sample picture frames
firstly we show the actual picture without introducing the
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algorithm and later we introduce the Motion mask using
proposed algorithm method25.

The performance of the experimental video sequences
has been evaluated quantitatively through four parameter, Precision, Recall (Detection rate (DR)), F1 and
Similarity26. The Precision and Recall metric are given as
follows:
		

(35)

		

(36)

Where, ‘tp’ is the true positive pixels, ‘fp’ is the false
positive pixels, ‘fn’ is the false negative pixels.
The F1 and Similarity metrics are defined as follows:
(37)
Figure 6. Background Frame and Sample Frame of MANIT
College Corridor Sequence.

Figure 8 Shows Motion mask evaluated on second
camera arrangement, this include the four sample picture
frames firstly we show the actual picture without introducing the algorithm and later we introduce the Motion
mask using proposed algorithm method.

(38)
Figure 9. Performance comparison of proposed
method with other method in term of F1 metric (a) S1
sequences (b) S2 sequences. The proposed method has
good F1 values for both the sequences. The motion mask
has evaluated properly for both the sequences with high
accuracy than other existing methods.

Sample Frames with tracking results

Ground truth

Motion mask through proposed method
Figure 7. Motion Mask Evaluated on First Camera Arrangement (Kumar S, Yadav J S. Video Object
Extraction and its Tracking Using Background Subtraction in Complex Environments. Engineering
and Material Sciences. 2016, Vol.8)26.
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Sample Frames with tracking results

Ground truth

Motion mask through proposed method

Figure 8. Motion Mask Evaluated on Second Camera Arrangement.

Figure 9. Performance Comparison of Proposed Method with other Method in Term of F1 Metric (a) S1 Sequences (b)
S2 Sequences

Figure 10. Performance comparison of proposed
method with other method in term of Detection Rate
metric (a) S1 sequences (b) S2 sequence., It can be seen
that the proposed technique is capable of detecting relevant pixels of object only on the foreground frame.
Table 1 Result of the various parameters obtained with
proposed algorithm. It can be concluded from the table

8
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that when working on the S1 sequence, whose result is
shown in Figure 3, 4, and 5, Similarity for the proposed
method is found to be 0.6599 which is the best when compared with other available approaches. In the same way,
F1, Precision, & Recall are showing in the table justifies
that the proposed algorithm is better than the available
ones.
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Figure 10. Performance Comparison of Proposed Method with Other Method in Term of Detection Rate Metric(a) S1 Sequences
(b) S2 Sequence.

Table 1. Result of Proposed Algorithm for various sequences
Sequence

Parameter

PROPOSED

RADCT MSDE

SDE

SSD

S1

SIMILARITY
F1
PRECISION
RECALL

0.6599
0.7917
0.7864
0.8025

0.4058
0.5744
0.4959
0.7001

0.2120
0.3390
0.2257
0.8344

0.1528
0.2574
0.1594
0.8328

0.1810
0.2936
0.2814
0.3900

S4

SIMILARITY
F1
PRECISION
RECALL

0.7660
0.8669
0.8684
0.8673

0.3874
0.5561
0.6109
0.5311

0.5408
0.6977
0.8665
0.5938

0.3521
0.5197
0.7406
0.4073

0.7213
0.8340
0.7994
0.8756

S3

SIMILARITY
F1
PRECISION
RECALL

0.5473
0.7061
0.7044
0.7113

0.5079
0.6718
0.6291
0.7338

0.3845
0.5516
0.7788
0.4281

0.3076
0.4661
0.7697
0.3355

0.3470
0.5125
0.3648
0.8739

S2

SIMILARITY
F1
PRECISION
RECALL

0.8077
0.8929
0.8665
0.9246

0.4463
0.5988
0.6449
0.5814

0.5138
0.6652
0.6651
0.7041

0.3774
0.5328
0.4800
0.6224

0.4559
0.6185
0.7141
0.5689

4. Conclusion
This research proposed a novel algorithm for object
tracking in multiple camera frames. The result of the
proposed algorithm is compared with RADCT, MSDE,
SDE, and SSD. The experimental result of the proposed
algorithm has shown that the proposed algorithm is
tracks the object in better way as compared to the existing approaches. The advantage of the proposed algorithm
is that even if an object hidden besides any other object,
then its first appears in the frame will automatically be
detected. The flow chart of the algorithm shows the detail
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steps of the proposed work. The direction of movement is
the key parameter in the tracking of object, when object
moves from one frame to another. The proposed algorithm can be extended for multi object tracking in same
environment. It can be used for varying background environment.
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